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Nan Chen did not land but kept flying ahead.

Qiao Zhan heaved a sigh of relief. He was sure of the high risk involved in such a
landing.

Nan Chen did not fly ahead for long before he made a turn back.

“Everyone, I am about to make a landing and there is a high risk involved. If more
than half of the people here do not approve of this, we will turn backwards.” Nan
Chen’s voice came out from the earpiece.

Everyone on the helicopter looked at each other without uttering a single word.

The security team members of the Nan family were top experts and warriors.
They would not give in to any danger.

Just as how the saying goes, training of soldiers for a couple of years all just for
that one battle.

Usually, they get to enjoy the benefits and incentives from the Nan family and
had almost nothing to do.

However now that there is an ordeal, they will not chicken out.

“Mr. Nan Chen, please go ahead and land. We are to live or to die together.” One
of the members said.



“Yes, we are willing to take any risk along with you.”

“Yes,

“Qiao Zhan, what about you?” Nan Chen asked.

“I will skip all the faithful talking. I will stick through live and death with Mr. Nan
Chen.”

Qiao Zhan said that he would not do the faithful talking, yet what he just said was
indicative of his loyalty.

“We will all survive. But all of us have to be prepared; if we are able to land
safely, we cannot get off the helicopter immediately as there are many
kidnappers down there. If we managed to land, they would definitely get on the
helicopter. Qiao Zhan, please be on standby.” Nan Chen gave an order.

“Yes, Mr. Nan Chen”

“Thank you everyone, prepare for landing.”

The people on the ground witness the helicopter fly past them and cheered, “The
people are here to fetch us!”

The helicopter then left, returned, yet refused to land and continued to circle in
the sky.

Everyone could not understand what was happening.

“Mommy, where are they bringing us to?” Erbao stood closely next to Ning Ran
and asked her softly.

After a long distance ride, everyone was drop-dead tired, whether they were
adults or not.



“I do not know.” Ning Ran could only speak nothing but the truth.

“Will Daddy still be able to find us then?” Erbao questioned again.

Ning Ran had no idea how to reply Erbao.

“Yes.” said Dabao standing next to them, who was giving them confidence.

“Really?”

“Yes.” Dabao was extremely firm.

Ning Ran could tell that Dabao was not trying to hoax his sister but instead, he
really believed that their saviors would be here to rescue them.

“When is Daddy going to come and rescue us?” Erbao asked.

“Not Daddy, but Third Uncle.” Dabao said.

Ning Ran did not understand why the children liked this poker face so much that
they believed that he would be the one saving them.

“Why so?” Erbao questioned.

“Because he is stronger.” Dabao said.

Dabao’s firmness in his answer validated his statement.

There was no mistake in the logic behind this. Given that the environment was so
harsh, only a strong man would be able to settle it.

“Daddy is strong too.” Erbao felt reconciled for Nan Xing as he was easier and
more amiable to get along with. Erbao liked Nan Xing more than Nan Chen.



Dabao made no comment on his sister’s rebut.

Just then, it started to get windy and roar of the helicopter could be heard as it
slowly landed.

The kidnappers cheered happily.

Ning Ran’s heart sank. If she was kidnapped, where would she end up in?

Even if Nan Chen was here, it would be almost impossible to look for them in
future.

The helicopter landing was not as smooth and there was a loud thud as it landed.

Thank goodness, there was no explosion or burning.

However, no one got off the helicopter after it landed.

The kidnappers started packing their things as they prepared to board the
helicopter.

“Let’s go! Quick!” The kidnappers told Ning Ran.

“Where are we going?”

“You will know once you are there, cut the rubbish talk.”

Ning Ran had no choice but to stand up and grabbed her children’s hands as
they walked towards the helicopter.

Bang!



Just then, the helicopter door opened abruptly and someone dashed out from the
inside to pin down the first kidnapper.

In the speed of lightning, he then snatched over the gun placed at the
kidnapper’s waist area.

Bang bang bang!

Ning Ran immediately squatted down and hugged her two children in her arms to
protect them.

The scene was in chaos. Ning Ran was extremely frightened that these people
might hurt her children accidentally.

“Ding Mi, Dabao! Erbao!” Ning Ran heard some warmth in this voice that was
usually cold.

“Third Uncle?” Dabao and Erbao came to their senses at the same time.

“Poker face, we are here!”

Nan Chen heard a reply from a distance away. It was that woman’s voice.

He walked towards the direction where the voice was coming from as he
intermittently smelt the faint orange blossom scent again.

A huge burden was lifted off his shoulders as he saw her safe and sound.

Hold on, what did the woman call him just now?

She definitely did not address him as Mr. Nan Chen or Nan Chen! He could not
hear clearly as the scene was in a piece of chaos but he was certain that it was
not any compliment!



“Dabao?”

“Third Uncle, we are here!” Dabao was about to rush over but Ning Ran stopped
him.

Nan Chen dashed forward, squatted down and gave the two darlings a tight hug,

“Are you all fine?”

“We are fine, Third Uncle, I know that you will come to our rescue.” Erbao said.

“Oh, how did you know?” Nan Chen asked.

“Because you are more powerful.” Erbao openly stole her brother’s line.

“What do you mean by this? Who am I more powerful than?” Nan Chen asked
again.

“You’re stronger, more handsome and more powerful than daddy.” Erbao started
kissing up to Nan Chen without any bottom-line.

“Don’t compare me with your Daddy, who taught you to say all these?” Nan Chen
looked towards Ning Ran.

Ning Ran surprisingly felt nervous as she thought to herself, I wouldn’t teach
them to say such words, they’re too cheesy for me!

“Mommy taught me.” Erbao said.

What a horrible teammate, Ning Ran felt anguished. Erbao this traitor has pitted
her in a situation where she would never be able to explain herself.

“I didn’t! Erbao why are you spouting such nonsense?” Ning Ran immediately
responded.



Erbao wrapped his hands tightly around Nan Chen’s neck and giggled.

Nan Chen did not say anything, yet he was surprised that he was of such
significance in this woman’s heart.

But why is she always expressing the opposite of what she feels? Is she trying to
make her personality stand out to get a sense of presence?

“Nan Chen, we have taken all of them down, but the helicopter is spoilt and we
cannot take off immediately. We might have to wait for it to be repaired
tomorrow.” Qiao Zhan walked over and said.

“Get everyone to be prepared to defend, more people will be coming.” Before
Nan Chen could finish his words, there came a loud roar from a helicopter.

It was not one, but two helicopters with flashing lights that were approaching
them.

“Get ready everyone, be prepared to fight!” Qiao Zhan gave an order.

“Yes! Move over this direction.” Nan Chen carried the two children and ran
towards the other side.

Ning Ran had no choice but to follow behind.

“Look after the kids; I will go settle some stuff.” Nan Chen said.

“Be careful!” Ning Ran could not hold back her words.

Nan Chen was puzzled and he slowed down his footsteps before quickly moving
over to the other side.

The two helicopters in the sky started to circle around, looking like as if they
preparing to land.




